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1
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2
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Councilmember
Councilmember
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Councilmember
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Councilmember Robert Carroll, Member
Councilmember Patrick S. Kawano, Vice-Chair
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3

4
5

Alan M. Arakawa, Chair
G. Riki Hokama, Member
Jo Anne Johnson, Member
Dain P. Kane, Member
Michael J. Molina, Member
Wayne K. Nishiki, Member
6:50 p.m.)
Charmaine Tavares, Member

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

(Gavel.) We have present today

19

Councilmember Kane, Johnson, Nishiki, and Tavares.

20

What we're going to be doing this morning is

21

this afternoon is discussing LU-11, which is a

22

community plan amendment and change in zoning for

23

the proposed Kealia Beach Plaza two-lot residential

24

subdivision in Kihei, and LU-16, relating to project

25

district amendments and revisions.
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1

Do we have anyone that wishes to testify?

2

If not, we're going to close testimony.

At

3

this time, I'm going to recess this meeting until

4

3:45 so that we can have the Committee of the Whole

5

meeting continue.

6

recess until 3:45.

7

RECESS:

8

RECONVENE:

9

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

So with no objections, we'll
(Gavel.)

1:40 p.m.
3:49 p.m.

I'm going to call the Land Use Committee
(Gavel.)

10

meeting to order.

11

going to recess until 4:30.

12

4:30.

Council members, we're
We'll reconvene at

Land Use Committee in recess.

13

RECESS:

14

RECONVENE:

15

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

(Gavel.)

3:50 p.m.
4:31 p.m.

Land Use Committee called to order.

16

(Gavel.) Council members, we are still in the midst

17

of the committee of the whole working on the

18

appointments.

19

Use Committee meeting, and we're trying to establish

20

a time.

21

an hour, then the chair would like to be able to

22

just recess until half an hour from now and then

23

start our Land Use Committee meeting.

24

believe it will be very long.

25

discuss and it will probably last about half an hour

The chair is going to recess our Land

If we can finish this meeting within half

I don't

We have two items to
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2

4

to an hour.

Councilmember Tavares?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chairman, if you would agree

3

to defer the second item having to do with the

4

project district, defer that to another time,

5

because that one we're not going to finish in half

6

an hour, so if you would defer that one, then just

7

take the one project, I think we could do that

8

probably in a half hour, and then I would have no

9

objection to 5:00 o'clock or 5:30 ending.

10
11

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

If all of you agree to that, that's fine

by the chair.

12

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

13

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

15

Any objections to that?

No objection.
Then we'll defer till -5:15, Chairman, because I would

hate to do this one more time.
Well, 5:15 we think is adequate?

16

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

22

RECESS:

23

RECONVENE:

24

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

25

(Gavel.)

Yes.
No objections.

Until 5:15, any objections?
5:15, okay.

Okay, recess until 5:15.

4:33 p.m.
5:36 p.m.

Call Land Use Committee meeting to order.
I'm going to take a recess till quarter of
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1

six so that everybody has time to use the bathroom

2

and get ready.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

5

RECESS:

6

RECONVENE:

7

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay, recess?

Recess, quarter of six.

(Gavel.)

5:37 p.m.
5:47 p.m.

I'm going to call the Land Use Committee

8

meeting to order.

9

Members.

(Gavel.) Thank you, Council

For the record, we have Councilmember

10

Kane, Councilmember Hokama, Councilmember Johnson,

11

Councilmember Molina, Councilmember Nishiki, and

12

Councilmember Tavares present.

13

Richard Minatoya, Corp. Counsel, and Clayton Yoshida

14

representing Planning.

15

Our staff, we have

This evening we will be discussing Land Use

16

Item No. 11.

17

and change in zoning for the proposed Kealia Beach

18

Plaza two-lot residential subdivision in Kihei.

19
20

This is the community plan amendment

LU-ll COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT AND CHANGE IN ZONING FOR
THE PROPOSED Kealia Beach Plaza TWO-LOT RESIDENTIAL
SUBDIVISION (KIHEI)

21

22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

This is -- we're going to have a

23

discussion -- this is a requested community plan

24

amendment from Business/Commercial to Hotel, and the

25

change -- excuse me, from Business/Commercial to
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Residential, a change in zoning to reflect such.

2

The presentation we'll be doing right now is a

3

PowerPoint.
Gwen, will you please make the presentation.

4

5

MS. HlRAGA:

Good evening, Chair Arakawa and members of

6

the Land Use Committee.

7

I'd like to start the PowerPoint presentation at

8

this time.

9

were distributed to you initially at your meeting of

10
11

My name is Gwen Hiraga, and

The booklets have been distributed -- or

February 25th.
Basically, the application initially started

12

as a community plan amendment from

13

Business/Commercial to Hotel and a change in zoning

14

from B-R Resort Commercial District to H-M Hotel

15

District.

16

approval of the applicant's request subject to

17

conditions.

18

Bello is here to respond to any questions later the

19

members may have.

The Department of Planning recommended

Oh, excuse me, before I forget, Mr. Ed

20

At the Maui Planning Commission, the

21

Department, with the concurrence of the applicant,

22

recommended approval of the following with

23

conditions, and this is where the -- our application

24

got changed from Business/Commercial to

25

Single-Family instead of Hotel and a zoning change
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1

from B-R Resort Commercial District to R-3

2

Residential District instead of Hotel.

3

application that is before you, again, is the

4

community plan amendment from Business/Commercial to

5

Single-Family and B-R Resort Commercial District to

6

R-3 Residential District.

So the

The Maui Planning Commission did approve of

7
8

the new revised application at its meeting of

9

September 25th, and just for information, these
the recommendation was

10

recommendations

11

transmitted to the Council on November 7th and was

12

received by the Council at its meeting of November

13

16, 2002 and referred to your committee.
The applicant for the project is Kealia Beach

14
15

Plaza/Eagle Equity Hawaii.

16

3-8-13:12 in Kihei, Maui.

17

uses, the parcel is designated as urban in the State

18

land use district.

19

Business/Commercial, and the existing zoning is B-R

20

Resort Commercial District.

21

property is located within the Special Management

22

Area.

23

It is located at TMK
As far as the State land

It's community plan for

The project -- the

Again, the subject property is located at 101

24

North Kihei Road and is identified by TMK

25

(2)3-8-13:12.

This 1.07 acre parcel is currently
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occupied by the Kealia Beach Plaza, which is a

2

two-story commercial complex built back in 1983.

3

The Kealia Beach Plaza has -- is an approximately

4

18,600 square foot facility and contains a

5

restaurant and a general store, as well as

6

businesses engaged in real estate, mortgage,

7

wedding, and ocean recreation activities.

8

9

The next slide is just the property location
for your information, and I'll describe exactly

10

where it is.

11

Sands Condominium to the west and a parcel with two

12

single-family dwellings on the east.

13

Road is to the north of the property and a white

14

sand beach and the Pacific Ocean are to the south.

15

The property is bordered by the Kihei

North Kihei

As previously mentioned, the property is

16

currently occupied by the Kealia Beach Plaza

17

two-story commercial complex built in 1983.

18

property's existing B-R Resort Commercial zoning

19

does not provide for single-family residential use

20

and is limited to businesses engaged in

21

visitor-oriented commercial activities and services.

22

The

The property is situated in a neighborhood

23

consisting of parcels that are primarily zoned for

24

H-M Hotel use.

25

initially requested, would have provided for the

A Hotel zoning for the property, as
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1

single-family use.

The Hotel-zoned properties in

2

the immediate vicinity of the subject property

3

include the Sugar Beach Resort and the Kealia

4

Condominiums to the west of the property and the

5

Nani Kai Hale, Kihei Kai, Maalaea Surf, and Kihei

6

Beach Condominiums to the east.

7

The two parcels adjoining the subject

8

parcel -- property are the Kihei Sands Condominiums

9

to the west and a lot with two single-family

10

dwellings to the east, and these are also zoned B-R

11

Resort Commercial District.

12

Council back in 1972 -- I'm sorry, in 1970 did

13

approve a conditional permit for the Kihei Sands

14

Condominium.

15

adjoining parcel is considered a permitted

16

nonconforming use, as the dwellings were constructed

17

in 1942 and 1952, prior to the adoption of the B-R

18

Resort Commercial zoning.

19
20
21

It is noted that the

The residential use on the other

The existing commercial use will continue
until the existing commercial complex is demolished.
The applicant proposes to subdivide the

22

property to create two single-family residential

23

lots of approximately 23,000 square foot per lot.

24

Preliminary, the actions associated with the

25

subdivision includes the demolition of the Kealia
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Beach Plaza complex, the clearing of the property

2

and site work for building foundations in accordance

3

with setback and drainage criteria, and the

4

installation of any necessary utility lines, water,

5

sewer, electrical, telephone, cable TV, to serve

6

each of the lots.

7

aprons to provide lots will also be done to provide

8

access to North Kihei Road.

9

The construction of driveway

The next slide -- we did this to show what

10

the community plan and zoning designations are for

11

the lots in the vicinity.

12

community plan designation, so the parcels, looking

13

to the far left of the slide, shows the first parcel

14

as being designated the community plan for Hotel and

15

the actual zoning is H-M.

16

the same.

17

adjacent to the Kealia Beach Plaza is designated as

18

Hotel but zoned Business Resort.

19

existing Kealia Beach Plaza property, and it is

20

designated as Business/Commercial but zoned B-R

21

Business Resort Commercial.

22

designated as Business and zoned B-R, and the

23

following two properties are designated as

24

multi-family and zoned Hotel.

25

The top letter is the

The parcel next to it is

The parcel next to it and immediately

Parcel 12 is the

The next property is

The next slide is an illustrative conceptual
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1

site plan of what the property, when subdivided,

2

could look like.

3

photos that we took.

4

scape fronting the subject parcel.

5

again, is a front view of the parcel.

6

North Kihei Road looking to the north.

7

an existing beach access that1s located on the

8

western boundary of the subject parcel.

9

of the beach access

Photo number 1 is the street
Photo number 2,
Photo 3 is
Photo 4 is

5 is a view

is a mauka view of the beach

6 is the shoreline area fronting the

10

access.

11

property.

12

And the following slides are

I also included other beach accesses that are

13

in the vicinity.

The first one is in photo 7, which

14

is the makai view of a beach access that1s located

15

approximately 360 feet east of the subject parcel,

16

and this is located between Kihei Kai and the

17

Maalaea Surf Condominiums.

18

beach access taken from the mauka view.

19

a view of the shoreline from the makai entrance to

20

the beach access.

21

parking area that1s located about 230 feet east of

22

the subject parcel, and this is located by the Nani

23

Kai Hale Condominium.

24

Kihei Road entrance to the parking lot.

25

the beach access and parking -- that is another

Photo 8 is the same

Photo 10 is a paved public

This is -- photo 11 is South
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beach access and parking that's located about 1,360

2

feet to the east of the subject parcel, and this is

3

directly across from Suda Store.

4

another beach access and parking area that's located

5

approximately 800 feet to the west of the subject

6

parcel and is located next to the Kealia

7

Condominium.
At this time, you know, we're open for any

8

9

10
11
12

Photo 13 is

questions members of the committee may have.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Before we start, Clayton, the

Administration's comments?
MR. YOSHIDA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the
I mean members of the committee.

Very

13

commission

14

briefly, I would state that 24 letters of testimony

15

and five oral testimonies were received prior to and

16

during the public hearing.

17

Commission is recommending approval of a community

18

plan amendment for Business/Commercial to

19

Single-Family Residential use, and also is

20

recommending additional zoning approval of a change

21

in zoning from B-R Resort Commercial District to R-3

22

Residential District, subject to the five conditions

23

as listed in the November 7th, 2001 transmittal

24

letter, and we'd be available for any questions.

25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

That the Planning

Council Members, any questions?
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Councilmember Kane.

5

beach access?

6

losing that?
MS. HlRAGA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Are we

Are we going to --

It will remain.

How wide is that

beach access currently?

10

MS. HlRAGA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

Is that -- is that changing?

That beach access will remain.

7

12

Thank you, Chair.

Gwen, are you folks going to maintain the

4

9

Mr. Chair?

I'm not sure.
Look like, what, eight feet,

something like that?
MS. HlRAGA:

Approximately eight feet?

Yeah,

14

approximately eight feet.

This beach access was

15

never accepted by the county.

16

and it has been maintained, it's not a county

17

access.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Although it's there

Is there a willingness of the

19

applicant to have this beach access open to the

20

public in perpetuity and somewhere -- noted

21

somewhere that he can't change his mind, since the

22

county is not accepting it, that he would close that

23

off at any future date?

24
25

MS. HlRAGA:

Yes.

My understanding is that it will

remain open and it's not part of -- it won't be
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14

incorporated into the lots for

2

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

3

MS. HlRAGA:

Condition No.3.
And there is -- yeah, there is a condition

4

that it be maintained -- that it be retained, I'm

5

sorry.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

MS. HlRAGA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Retained?

Yes.
And I'm sorry, I didn't look at that.

Yeah, Condition No.3.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

11

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

13

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

15

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Any further questions?
Yeah.

Councilmember Hokama.
Is it my turn, Chairman?

Yes, Councilmember.
Thank you.

That was one of the

17

things that I wanted to bring up, Chairman, Number

18

3.

19

Commission.

20

and it can be part of a unilateral agreement that

21

will be recorded with the Land Court and Bureau of

22

Conveyances, and that is to ensure that the future

23

owner or owners -- I can refer to a legal document

24

that expresses the concerns of this committee.

25

I would not like to defer things to the Planning
I think we have authority as a Council

What I would like to ask Ms. Hiraga, if she
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may, Mr. Chairman, it is of all the uses that a B-R

2

provides and I guess -- and I know you have

3

limitations, was there any other consideration of

4

other permitted uses?

5

request, and it's, for me, kind of refreshing, but

6

it is a very rare request to go

7

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

8

MS. HIRAGA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Because this is a rare

Down zone.
Down?
Well, I mean, depends from your

10

perspective, not necessarily down -- down zoning,

11

but changing the use dramatically from what is

12

permitted to the request.

13

MS. HIRAGA:

Okay.

In response to that, the B-R Resort

14

Commercial District is very limited in what uses are

15

permitted, and for one thing residential development

16

or residential homes are not permitted, and, you

17

know,

18

it's written is that this district is distinguished

19

from regular Hotel districts in that it is

20

independent -- well, independent commercial uses are

21

permitted but it is to provide commercial activities

22

and services that are oriented towards the needs of

23

transient visitors, and Mr. Bello can explain

24

further, but right now the tenants in the building,

25

as I mentioned, is a restaurant and a couple of

it would permitted things -- well, the way
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other offices that -- you know, you have real estate

2

office, a mortgage, and an ocean recreation office,

3

but in terms of the use, the -- and it may seem odd,

4

but the zoning that's being sought is so that a

5

residential -- residential -- residences can be

6

developed on the property.

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

8

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

9

Let me follow up on that.

Let me ask her a question before you lose

your thought.

Hang on for a second.

Gwen, as far

10

as the request to make it permanent -- the beach

11

access permanent, does the owner have any objection?

12

MS. HIRAGA:

13

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

14

No.
Go ahead, Councilman.

lose that.

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

16

MS. HIRAGA:

17

18

I didn't want to

Thank you, Chairman.

And you may want to revise the condition as

it's worded.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I know Mr. Bello is here, but since

19

you are up here representing the ownership, is this

20

property being considered, should the request be

21

approved, a fee simple project or is it being

22

considered as a long-term lease project, residential

23

project?

24
25

MS. HIRAGA:

It's fee sample, yeah.

It will be

subdivided into two separate lots, residential lots.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Then have one for Planning

2

Department, Mr. Chairman, if you -- will you allow

3

me to entertain that now or -Please.

4

CHAI R ARAKAWA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Please ask the question.
Mr. Yoshida, seeing what the

6

community plan had anticipated for the area, seeing

7

what the request is by Mr. Bello and his ownership,

8

as a planner, does it make good sense of what was

9

anticipated and that's why we allowed all this

10

multi-family thing and we move to the business type

11

of zoning or land use category and now in the mix of

12

all this we have one parcel that is being considered

13

for two single-family units?

14

this make good sense or not?

15

MR. YOSHIDA:

As a planner, does

Councilmember Hokama, members of the

16

committee, I guess if they could put up the slide of

17

the community plan of that area.

18

perspective, if this were designated Single-Family,

19

as you can see, most of the surrounding properties

20

are either Hotel, Business, or Multi-Family, so to a

21

certain degree I guess you1re creating somewhat of a

22

spot zoning type situation for this one parcel,

23

whereby it's Single-Family and R-3 Residen --

24

Single-Family community plan and proposed R-3 zoned.

25

I think looking at the character of the

From a planning
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neighborhood, it's largely Hotel, Multi-Family, and

2

Business.

3

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

However
Mr. Yoshida, let me make it easier,

4

because welve all had a very long day, including the

5

applicant waiting for his turn to have his request

6

before us.

7

MR. YOSHIDA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

9

I guess, however -What 11m saying is youlre in

business area, so there's amount of noise, of

10

traffic, of activities that may not necessarily be,

11

you know, compatible with a residential use, and so

12

11m asking as a planner does this make sense?

13

while I can appreciate Mr. Bello's request, he sells

14

his land, I don't want later on someone to come and

15

claim to us, you know, I get all this noise I gotta

16

deal with, I get all this traffic I gotta deal with.

17

You know, I bought a single-family and now all this

18

business is impacting my quality of life issue.

19

Okay?

20

planner.

21

would like a planning -- planner's point of view.

22

MR. YOSHIDA:

And so 11m asking

And

youlre a professional

You represent the planning department.

I

Well, from a planning point of view or the

23

Department

24

is multi-family and single-family -- multi-family

25

uses within the area.

IS

point of view, I guess, you know, there

I guess the applicant would
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have to, like anybody else, accept the conditions as

2

they exist today, and in their desire as to have a

3

two-lot subdivision, the letters from the -- that we

4

received from the public said they didn't

5

necessarily have a problem with the Hotel

6

designation, provided that it was for a two-lot

7

subdivision.

8

might think otherwise.

9
10
11

12

MS. HlRAGA:
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

If it were for a hotel, you know, they

Excuse me -Remember, the original application was for

a hotel, the zoning.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I understand that, Mr. Chairman,

13

and that's why, you know -- not that I'm advocating

14

a hotel.

15

surrounded by houses and we came here for one hotel,

16

we'd get bitches up and down the aisle.

17

hotels being surrounded -- or, you know, abutting

18

something that's going to be changed to a

19

residential use, and while it may be a reverse type

20

of situation, you know, I mean, I've seen too many

21

things come before different Councils, again, saying

22

why do you allow this spot zoning request -- that's

23

why I'm asking as a planner, does it make sense to

24

have a residential in this -- walled in -- you know,

25

within what has been in the past a high density use

I'm just saying, you know, if you were
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1

area because of the type of designations?

2

tell me yes, I'm thinking as a professional planner

3

that you have better understanding than I.

4

need to know your professional comment.

5

MR. YOSHIDA:

If you

I just

Well, I would say yes, as it is the -- the

6

Single-Family is a less intensive use than the

7

Business or Hotel or Multi-Family.

8

MS. HlRAGA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

10
11

Mr. Chair
So in this sense, spot zoning is a

good alternative?
MR. YOSHIDA:

Well, I guess if it will, you know, please

12

everyone, all the neighbors who are saying that we

13

don't object to the Hotel designation and Hotel

14

zoning, provided it's only for a two-lot

15

single-family subdivision.

16

letters that we received from the public

17

essentially.

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I mean, those are the

Because at the same time,

19

Mr. Yoshida, I don't want later on the neighbors of

20

this single-family parcel saying, you know, this guy

21

is half naked out there in your property making this

22

huge kiawe smoke for their barbecue and blasting

23

their big stereo of Hawaiian music and complaining

24

on the opposite end of the spectrum when it's to

25

their advantage to argue the point of having a
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residential neighbor.

1
2

MS. HIRAGA:

3

quickly?

4

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

5

MS. HIRAGA:

Mr. Chairman, can I clarify something real

Okay.

Go ahead, Gwen.

In terms of what Councilmember Hokama is

6

asking, it is unusual, but I wanted to point out

7

that the property to the west or to the right as you

8

see it on there, has

9

been since the 140s and the 150s, so --

is single-family use and has

(Inaudible. )

10

?:

11

MS. HIRAGA:

That property currently has two residences,

12

and the families have been there for years and years

13

and years.

14

it is that Kihei Sands Condo, but right next -- you

15

know, one -- at least on one side it l s a

16

single-family use and it has been.

On the opposite end, though, you know,

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

19

Any other questions?

Councilmember

Nishiki, you had your hand up?

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

21

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

Thank you.

No.

No?

Okay.

concerns me.

Yeah, I got a question.
Go ahead.
I see 40 foot setbacks.

That

What is the existing commercial
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1

building -- where is that sited, because, Gwen, if

2

you put up a rendition of where the -- there, where

3

that would be spotted.

4

is compared to where the commercial building is now

5

located?

6

MS. HIRAGA:

Okay.

Can you tell me where that

The commercial building is right here

7

and right here, and I think it is within the setback

8

area, but when the homes come up or if -- when the

9

homes come up, then the setback that we're looking

10

at is about -- according to the conceptual plan, is

11

about 85 feet.

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

13

building?

14

MS. HIRAGA:

15

?:

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

17

condition?

18
19

Back of the existing commercial

Oh, yes, setback.

(Inaudible. )

MS. HIRAGA:

And is that -- is that a

It is not a specific -- you mean as far as

the zoning condition?

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

21

MS. HIRAGA:

Yes.

Condition No. 1 -- or recommended Condition

22

No. 1 says that the shoreline setback -- that within

23

the shoreline setback area no structures shall be

24

constructed and that the shoreline setback area

25

shall be in accordance with the shoreline setback
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1

rules of the Maui Planning Commission or based upon

2

the mean annual erosion hazard rate of the shoreline

3

fronting the subject property, whichever is greater.

4

Condition No. 2 even goes further to say that

5

-- you know, that the owners -- the future owners of

6

the property needs to be aware that this property

7

has been designated or identified as an erosion hot

8

spot, which, you know, has a potential to threaten

9

shoreline development and that the erosion rate has

10

a potential to increase, and when and if the erosion

11

moves the shoreline of the beach up to a structure

12

as erosion continues, the beach will be narrowed and

13

eventually lost.

14

Condition 2 B states that the owner is aware

15

of the area's history of shoreline movement and the

16

potential for the erosion rate to increase and the

17

owner assumes any and all risk associated which

18

with such potential erosion, and it goes even

19

further to say that the owner recognizes that the

20

natural shoreline process and that no guarantees are

21

given that seawalls, revetments or other protection

22

structures shall be allowed.

23
24
25

Condition 4 talks about the shoreline again.
Oh, that's more with the lateral access.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Lateral access.
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Yeah, but the setback that's being proposed

MS. HIRAGA:

2

with the residential units is much further back than

3

where the existing buildings are right now.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah, I guess I -- what would the

5

owner say if we were to put more definitive language

6

in the -- in the location of the structure, I guess,

7

is my question.

8
9

MR. BELLO:

Thank you to the Council.

If I may explain

that, and I really don't have a

10

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

11

MR. BELLO:

State your name for the record, Ed.

I'm sorry.

My name is Ed Bello, and I

12

represent the -- I'm the owner's representative in

13

Maui.

14

when the existing structure was built, the setback

15

rules were different than they are now.

16

you see there shown is what the rules are now.

17

in fact,

18

rules now are 25 percent of the average lot line,

19

which is what's reflected approximately in there.

20

So what -- what we're showing is what the rules

21

would be if we were to go in for a building permit

22

on new homes there now.

23

writing.

24

being put further, because it's already there.

25

mean, that's what it is now.

We manage the property.

it is in writing.

When the prop --

The -- what
So,

I mean, the setback

So it already is in

If -- we don't have a problem with that

The rules are
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1

different now than they were.

2

torn down, the new rules would apply and that's what

3

it would have to be.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

So if the building is

If I may ask Clayton a question.

5

You know, the Planning Commission has yet to act on

6

the SMA conditions fronting sandy beaches.

7

know what and when you're going to address that?

8
9

MR. YOSHIDA:

Do you

Are you talking about revising the shoreline

area rules?

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

11

MR. YOSHIDA:

Yes.

A workshop was conducted with the Planning

12

Commission on January 29th with respect to the

13

revised shoreline area rules.

14

that

15

that we got from the Commission is that they would

16

like us to form a technical advisory committee and

17

have them review the revised rules before coming

18

back to them and scheduling a public hearing.

19

The instructions

we heard public testimony.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

The direction

Has there been a -- what's his

20

name?

21

right in this area here on that erosion rate?

22

know --

23

MR. YOSHIDA:

Did Rob and his guys do any type of work
You

I believe we had contracted with the

24

University of Hawaii to do these historical coastal

25

erosion rate maps --
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1

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

2

MR. YOSHIDA:

Right.

-- for the Kihei area, and more recent

3

well, and the west Maui area, and I believe in the

4

last FY 2002 budget the Council had appropriated

5

$150,000 to continue this effort in the north shore

6

area.

7

area first because there were some hot spots,

8

notably Halama Street, and the maps have been

9

produced by the university for the south Maui area,

10

and we just recently received the maps for the west

11

Maui area.

So maps -- they started with the south Maui

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I have the maps in my office.

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I'm getting at the point where I

14

want to find out now that we've got maps, now that

15

we've got studies, now that something is coming in

16

and we've identified this as a sandy beach, how is

17

the Planning Department putting language in there

18

that would address the study that has been done and

19

where we want to perhaps see an owner would -- be it

20

a commercial or residential or hotel -- set back

21

their property knowing the information that we have

22

now?

23

MR. YOSHIDA:

What kind of language -Again, I believe it's already there in

24

proposed Condition No.1, that within the shoreline

25

setback area, no structure shall be constructed.
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1

The shoreline setback shall be in accordance with

2

the shoreline setback rules of the Maui Planning

3

Commission or based upon the mean annual erosion

4

hazard rate of the shoreline fronting the subject

5

property, whichever is greater.

6

we1ve been talking about with the historical coastal

7

erosion rate study is the second portion, based upon

8

the mean annual erosion hazard rate of the shoreline

9

fronting the subject property.

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

So basically what

So let's get away from the

11

language and let's get more into the practical

12

aspect of with that language you say you believe

13

it's already there and the guy comes in now for a

14

permit, what are you going to tell him?

15

going to spot the building?

16

practical.

17

MR. BELLO:

Where is he

Let's be more

Prior to the map

If I may just point out that the maps that

18

you1re referring to have already been -- the

19

setbacks that are proposed -- well, the setbacks,

20

not that are proposed, the setbacks that are in

21

existence right now, which are right here, have

22

already been looked at in relationship to the maps

23

that you1re talking about, and the location of the

24

building is sufficiently far enough to accommodate

25

the concerns in the new maps, which is probably not
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1

the case with the existing building, but with the

2

new -- in other words, the existing building may not

3

be within those, but the proposed buildings would be

4

set far enough back to accommodate the concerns in

5

the new maps.

6
7

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Then, Ed, would you agree also

that you know in C -- in C?
MR. BELLO:

That's correct.

These issues came up at the

9

SMA -- not the SMA, but at the Planning Commission.

10

They were discussed pretty much in detail, and they

11

wanted us to acknowledge -- the State people came up

12

with a language that they wanted to make sure that

13

we were aware of those maps and they wanted to make

14

sure that we were aware of their position that -- as

15

stated in 3, and, you know, we have no problems with

16

those.

17

understand that -- the implications and we have no

18

problems with them.

19

We understand

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

we've looked at it.

We

Well, C says the owner recognizes

20

a natural shoreline process and that no guarantees

21

are given that seawalls, revetments, or other

22

shoreline protection structures will be allowed, and

23

then it says as amended by Director.

24

question is if you say that you agree with Number I,

25

whatever that study shows, then in -- somewhere in
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1

this condition can we put down that is where you say

2

to the study and what we've done so far, that is

3

where your building can be put, period, the

4

building, no swimming pools or anything in the

5

front; can you agree to that?

6

that no seawalls, revetments, or other hardening

7

structures will be allowed, period?

8
9

10
11

MR. BELLO:

And can you agree

I think we -- I thought we had agreed to that

with the language that was in there.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Really?

It doesn't seem that way.

It says no guarantees are given that seawalls --

12

MR. BELLO:

Right.

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I want to be -- I want to take it

14

another step further saying that no way Jose are you

15

going to put in anything like that, and the only

16

the only cause that can be done, like they did at

17

I think on Kaanapali.

18

really big waves and then they put in those metal

19

things, but then the general public started

20

bitching, so we said, hey, the shoreline is coming

21

back now, so you've got to remove them.

22

know, Sheraton and all these guys were forced to

23

remove all of these things, because, I mean, it was

24

getting close to the property.

25

get to that point where should those big waves

You know when we had those

I don't even want to
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1

come -- I mean, sure, you know, you've got to

2

protect a big property, then maybe you've got to put

3

something up there temporarily, but then it's got to

4

be removed as soon as the sea calms down.

5

MR. BELLO:

And my only concern in that is -- has to do

6

just with you hate to sit here and say never to

7

something when you don't know what the circumstances

8

are going to be in the future, and having been --

9

having lived in Halama Street, having been involved

10

with a lot of this stuff and having seen a lot of

11

these things, I'm not -- I'm not a fan or an

12

advocate of seawalls at all on it.

13

I do know that there are times when, as you

14

said, the ocean gets nasty and things have to be

15

done on it, and if -- the language was pretty much

16

hashed out at the -- a lot of these discussions came

17

up at the Planning Department level, and I think the

18

consensus -- I should say the Planning Commission

19

level, not the Planning Department level.

20

consensus was that the existing language made it

21

really pretty clear to the point that as an owner,

22

this kind of stuff would have to be disclosed.

23

anyone who buys this property is going to know that

24

their chances of having a seawall put in there are

25

going to be pretty much slim to none on it, but what
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1

we didn't want to do is have a situation where all

2

of a sudden, you know, there's some emergency or

3

something going on, things have to be done and

4

there's going to be a question, you know, in time of

5

an emergency as to how to react to this thing on it.

6

I've had

this is something that's been

7

made very clear to the owners of the property by me

8

and by -- and they've been informed of all the --

9

everything that has happened.

I don't really have a

10

problem with the concept here.

I just want to make

11

sure that

that -- and there's no intent in the

12

owners or

doing any of this stuff.

13

want to do something that's going to later on, you

14

know, hurt a real life situation, if we don't really

15

have a problem with it.

I just don't

16

The owners have no problem with the concept

17

that -- it is very clear to them that seawalls are

18

not a solution that should be looked at at all

19

lightly, that is -- and we've agreed, as a matter of

20

fact, to just make those disclosures, you know

21

mean, the way it's done now under Hawaii state law,

22

we're required to disclose these things, because

23

it's part of the process on it, and so I don't

24

really care so long as we do this in a way that

25

we're not, you know, preventing someone from saying
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something or doing something -COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Well, the reason why I say this,

3

Ed, is because from -- if something happens from

4

there -- and let's face it, you know, we lost Halama

5

Street already.

6

start from right there and go all the way to

7

Maalaea.

8

this is now an area that all the way past the

9

Refuge and everything else.

I don't want the repeat now to

We've lost some in Maalaea already.

So

You know, it's

10

like there's no development gonna occur there

11

anymore because we bought all that property.

12

that integrity of that beach now is a big concern.

13

So

So I know how some of these guys pull that

14

same thing out at Wailea where they were selling

15

those two- and three-acre lots for who knows how

16

much money at the Intercon and then now they are

17

going to allow a swimming pool to be built up front.

18

And so my concern is now when you say you understand

19

where you're going to be spotting your building, is

20

it with clear understanding that you're not going to

21

try to also come forward and maybe put a swimming

22

pool out in front?

23
24
25

MR. BELLO:

I don't have -- we don't have a problem with

that.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

So we could put language in there
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1

that from that point this way, despite that it may

2

be you may get a certified shoreline, then you can't

3

come in and build anything on that area.

4

MR. BELLO:

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

6

MR. BELLO:

7

That's our understanding.
Okay.

That's our understanding.

We just --

that's so --

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

MR. BELLO:

And I guess --

And I believe it says -- I believe that the

10

first proposed Condition No. 1 says that no

11

structure shall be constructed within the setback,

12

and I think welve already agreed with that.

13

no problems with you clarifying that any further,

14

but, I mean, I think it's been covered already.

15

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I have

Mr. Bello, you restated your point about

16

six or seven times about how that -- but I do want

17

to get on with the positions.

18
19
20

So, Councilmember Nishiki, if you have a
position and a question COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

No, that's my concern, because, I

21

mean, when Gwen said 80 feet back from where the

22

commercial building is is good, but 11m just looking

23

for language and help from Mr. Minatoya because lIve

24

seen situations where -- I just seen it happen.

25

Well, however, they've done it.
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CHAIR ARAKAWA:

What I'm looking at right now is they've

2

given us assurances.

3

written up the language accordingly, what the

4

setbacks are.

5

that there is an erosion factor that's calculated

6

in.

7

anything in front of the setback area.

8

almost everything that you want is there.

9

want to put it in firm language, we can work on the

10

language, but I would ask that as a proposal to set

11

the language, just to set the language.

12

The Planning Department has

It's pretty much established in there

They've agreed not to put a swimming pool or

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Pretty much
If you

Let me ask, Mr. Minatoya, it says

13

within the shoreline setback area no structure shall

14

be constructed.

15

almost makes me feel safe, but how can someone come

16

in and go, yeah, I want to put in something like a

17

swimming pool in there?

18

that under no variance or whatever can someone come

19

in and get it permitted?

20

Wailea where those --

21

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

You know, that sounds -- that

Is this clear enough to say

Clayton, you know like in

Councilmember Nishiki, let me -(Inaudible) .

Richard, in the way this language is,

24

would anything be allowed to be constructed like a

25

swimming pool?

Is there anything that we don't know
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1

about that may be constructed, some quirk in the

2

law?

3

MR. MINATOYA:

As Councilmember Nishiki stated, it says

4

that within the shoreline setback area no structures

5

shall be constructed.

6

that no structures shall be constructed.

7

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

8

MR. MINATOYA:

9

10
11
12
13

I think that makes it clear
Now

That includes swimming pools and -That's why I had the discussion with the

Deputy Director, and the swimming pools would be
considered a structure.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Does that answer your question,

Councilman Nishiki?
MR. MINATOYA:

And this language would also be recorded as

14

part of a unilateral agreement for the conditional

15

zoning.

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

17

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Okay.
Councilmember Johnson?
Yes.

I just wanted to check also,

19

the language as it stands right now with regard to

20

the setback, is that in relationship to the existing

21

structures that are there or only into how the

22

shoreline changes?

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I believe what was stated was that if they

24

tear down the existing buildings that are there

25

right now, if you look at the plan, the setback
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1

changes because of the new structures.

2

not the existing structures.

3

application comes in for houses, then the new rules

4

come into play.

5

the difference between what currently exists and

6

what would be the rules as they stand.

7

So, no, it's

It's if a new

That's why they are clearly showing

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

My only concern is that

8

sometimes what ends up happening with the movement

9

either, you know, forward or backward of the

10

shoreline, since it's recertified usually, you

11

know --

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

This would allow that fluctuation back and

13

forth, but at the time they applied for the permit,

14

whatever is there is where the permit would be

15

looked at.

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Well, that's my concern because if

17

the existing structure has not had any erosion and

18

if you related it to -- or you related the language

19

in this to where the existing line is for the

20

structure and -- as opposed to having some unknown

21

line, if you relate it to where the existing line is

22

with the building structure itself and said, okay, X

23

number of feet back from existing structure as

24

opposed to so many feet back from the shoreline,

25

which is continually moving, is that possible to do
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that -(Inaudible)

2

?:

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

5

-- and relate it to that as

opposed to the actual shoreline?
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Johnson, I believe it's

6

possible.

I don't know if it's desirable.

When we

7

started looking at the community plans and looking

8

at the erosion factor, if you just measure off what

9

exists and then you have a higher erosion factor,

10

you may not like where it is.

11

language is it accommodates, I think, for the

12

erosion factor for that specific area, and each area

13

did -- is a little bit different.

14

specific language if you want, according to, you

15

know, what exists.

16

it says 85 feet is what's required?

17

MR. BELLO:

So the way the

You can put in a

If you want to put in -- I guess

Actually, if I may, I think that's already

18

been taken into consideration.

The illustration

19

shows -- shows what the existing setbacks would be

20

today from the shoreline, not from the existing

21

building.

22

time the buildings are built, we're going to have to

23

go with whatever the setback is.

24

this is not calculated from the existing building.

25

It's calculated from the shoreline.

So if the shoreline moves back, by the

So we're not --

So if there is
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1

erosion, then the building will have to move back

2

further still.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And I understand that.

The one

4

concern I have, though, is that if that building

5

stood for this many years without being undermined

6

or, you know, the area has not really narrowed, I

7

wouldn't want a situation where it could be built

8

out closer where it might cause potential erosion,

9

so that's really my only concern is when this

10

seasonal change happens, and it does periodically

11

occur, I just don't want to create a problem where

12

the beach is narrowing because one season you had a

13

shoreline determination that was farther out than it

14

had been in the past.

15

that I would like some kind of language that would

16

make it certainly no closer than it is right now

17

from where the existing structure line is.

18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

20

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

So I guess what I'm saying is

I understand
Have it setback far enough.

I understand where you're coming from.
Right.

But the studies that we looked at, it's

23

eroding inward.

24

add on to that area, but you can -- you're welcome

25

to look at the erosion maps that I have in my

It's not very likely it's going to
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1

office, and that entire area, you know, has been

2

eroding at a very steady pace.

3

you have of it coming back further out is not very

4

likely, and again, what they would be set at right

5

now would be where

6

according to what the rules are right now.

7

want to -- again, if you want to set a specific,

8

just say whatever it is right now, that's the

9

footage that it's going to be

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

11

CHAI R ARAKAWA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So the concern that

the lines would be drawn
If you

That's the maximum.

-- setback.
Well, that to me would be the only

13

thing.

I don't want it to go any more makai of

14

where the existing line is right now.

15

concern.

16

through all the letters of the individuals there,

17

and I think Mr. Yoshida stated very clearly that the

18

people were very specific about not wanting it more

19

than just single-family residential and they also

20

indicated in here that they wanted no more than two

21

stories, so I want to make sure that the language is

22

very specific that something cannot be substantially

23

different from what is being represented here, and,

24

I mean, circumstances change, so I don't want to

25

have the poor people in the area get the

That's one

The other thing would be that when I read
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CHAIR ARAKAWA:

And that's

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

3

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

hotels in that area.

That's why they are not -- we're not

4

recommending a hotel.

We're recommending

5

residential because they couldn't do the hotel.

6

concern that you have was sent up to us so the

7

recommendation -- the original request was for

8

hotel.

9

They've agreed to residential.

That's been eliminated to residential.
So they couldn't put

10

a hotel in residential, which takes care of your

11

concern.

12

The

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Well, what's ended up happening is

13

sometimes like, I guess, I would term vacation

14

rentals sometimes a hotel type of situation, and I

15

don't know that we can restrict the use of these

16

specific structures or these buildings, but I think

17

that the people in the area do have genuine concerns

18

about there being any continual loss of use of the

19

beach, any intensification, and if it's operated --

20

we have many people continuously coming in and out.

21

I think that's what I'm reading what their concerns

22

are.

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

24

MR. MINATOYA:

25

Mr. Minatoya.
If I may, Mr. Chair, I think maybe the

members need to be reminded in the residential
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district the height limitation is two stories or 30

2

feet, and also a vacation rental use would only be

3

allowed in the residential district by a conditional

4

permit, so that would have to come here before that

5

occurs.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

7

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

for Ms. Hiraga.

Thank you.

Councilmember Molina.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Question

Can you give me brief comments on

10

your erosion control plan and what you folks will be

11

doing to address any possible runoff from the site

12

into the ocean?

13

MS. HIRAGA:

Couple of things.

As far as -- you know,

14

this went through the environmental assessment

15

process, and we had comments that came back to us

16

from the University of Hawaii, and one of the

17

questions dealt with erosion control, and how we

18

responded, which was acceptable to the university,

19

was that, you know, we will comply with all the

20

County and State's requirements with regard to soil

21

erosion and sedimentation control.

22

In terms of eroding shoreline, the applicant

23

does acknowledge that the erosion rate may change,

24

and if I can respond indirectly to what

25

Councilmember Johnson has been saying about her
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concerns, when the buildings were first constructed

2

back in '83, it was under a different set of

3

criteria.

4

in 1983, and now when you look at setbacks, you

5

know, you have to take the average lot depth of the

6

subject parcel, which was what the Deputy Director

7

had mentioned.
Now, the average lot depth of this particular

8
9

The shoreline setback rules were changed

parcel is about 326 feet and the shoreline setback

10

is at about 80 feet, which is much greater than what

11

it is with the current structures.

12

plan illustrates a setback of approximately 85 feet,

13

and this took into consideration the expected life

14

of the building, which is what the university asked

15

us to do, and -- which is 40 to 50 years.

The conceptual

In addition to that, condition -- proposed

16
17

Condition No.4, which does talk about a lateral

18

access also notes or also has a condition or

19

provision that says that due to the seasonal changes

20

of the shoreline and the erosion hazard rates for

21

the area, the owner recognizes that this lateral

22

access may have to move within the property to

23

ensure that this 40 feet area is a continuous

24

lateral.

25

move.

So, you know, we recognize that it may
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CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

4

Members?

Any further questions?
No.

Thank you.

5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

6

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Any other discussion, Council

I have one.

Councilmember Hokama.
Ms. Hiraga, I don't know if you and

8

Mr. Bello, but since one of the members did bring it

9

up and it is a concern that we face in the county,

10

do you ever -- would you and Mr. Bello -- maybe I

11

should ask Mr. Bello, since he's here, and not speak

12

to you through him -- for him.

13

Mr. Bello, I have a big problem with

14

short-term rentals.

15

would recommend that in the condition of zoning that

16

no short-term rentals will be allowed?

17

MR. BELLO:

Sure.

Do you have any comments if I

I would say that -- well, let's -- that

18

area -- the other map is not up there, but the

19

prevalent use in that area is short-term rentals.

20

That's what -- that's what that place is.

21

area that is -- that's all they do there is

22

short-term rentals.

23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

It's an

But they have the appropriate

zoning.
MR. BELLO:

I agree with that.

I would say that the
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zoning doesn't allow short-term rentals right now.

2

I would say that -- I would respectfully say that

3

there probably is some room in this county somewhere

4

for some short-term rentals that are single-family

5

size, and if there was such a place, this would

6

probably be it.

7

condition imposed, and if it ever comes to that

8

happened that someone would want to do short-term

9

rentals there, they are going to have to come before

I would prefer not to have that

10

this body to do it anyways on it, and I would say

11

that that probably the best -- the best place to do

12

it, but if there ever was a place, that would

13

probably be it.

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And I appreciate your, you know,

15

candid comment, and I would agree, but then again,

16

our problem with short-term rentals now is that

17

people have utilized agricultural zoning and

18

everything else and plead ignorance to us that they

19

weren't either aware or they felt a need to

20

supplement their income, so it was an option even if

21

they knew it wasn't allowed to do illegal

22

activities, and you may be right.

23

area that in the future the Council may make a

24

policy that says this is an area we would allow

25

short-term rentals within residential areas, but

This may be an
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until we reach that point and we have the right

2

discussion, I prefer, since ignorance has been given

3

the excuse to me, to eliminate that excuse and say,

4

hey, that's not going to be allowed, period.

5

MR. BELLO:

And again, I -- what I'm -- I guess I think

6

the question you're asking me is would we

7

voluntarily like to do that.

8

do that.

9

If you guys do it, then that's what I'll have to do,

I would prefer not to

You know, I'm being real candid with you.

10

but I would prefer not to do it.

11

covered because we don't have the zoning, and if we

12

ever had to do it, we'd come back in to do it.

13

would certainly prefer not to do it, but you folks

14

call the shots here, so you certainly have the

15

ability to impose, you know, any condition that you

16

feel -- but I would certainly prefer not to do that.

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I think you're

I

Well, Mr. Bello, you know, you

18

live here.

19

understand the law.

20

I have at this point no confidence in who the future

21

owner is and whether or not they intend to abide by

22

the county code or not, and I appreciate your

23

candidness and I thank you for that comments.

24

MR. BELLO:

25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

You've made it clear to me you
You plan to sell this in fee.

Thank you.
Any further comments?
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

2

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Yeah.

Am I going to recognize you?

3

know.

4

his final 30-second comment

5
6

Before I recognize Councilmember Nishiki for

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I'm going to make it quicker than

that.

7

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

I don't

Oh, okay.

Then I'll recognize you.

Thank you.

I realize in this

County Wayne Nishiki may not be very well liked.

I

10

realize in this County that there are snakes in the

11

grass, and so for this reason, me, I take the safe

12

route.

13

that's in Honokowai.

14

need it, so I'm going to say for whatever reason, I

15

rent Suda Store, I'm not going to be voting on this.

16

I should have never even discussed this, but as

17

thoughts came to me, I just went -- the messages

18

came to me, I go, hey, Wayne, there's snakes in the

19

grass.

20

vote on this.

21

even if I tried to hammer you, Ed, and I know that

22

he and I have never discussed this, but I'm not

23

going to be voting.

Ed Bello is my landlord in Honokowai, but
Snakes in the grass, I don't

You better be careful.

So I'm not going to

I'm sorry that I said anything, and

24

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay?

So I understand that you're
I don't like snakes in the grass.
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CHAIR ARAKAWA:

2

on this?

3
4

5

You're recusing yourself from the voting

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yes, and I'm leaving.

Bye-bye.

Good night.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

With that, Council Members, further
on Condition

6

discussion at this time on Item No.

7

No.3 -- actually, let me explain what I'm going to

8

do.

9

recommendation and ask for a motion.

First, I'm going to ask -- I'm going to make a
Then on Item

10

No.3, when we get to it, what I'd like to do is I'd

11

like to change Item No. 3 as a condition that says

12

that a beach access plan shall be submitted to the

13

Maui County Council for approval by resolution prior

14

to final subdivision approval, which would set the

15

beach access requirement.

16
17

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay?

Chairman, could you please repeat

that?
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

For Item No.3 -- Condition No.3, that a

19

beach access plan shall be submitted to the Maui

20

County Council for approval by resolution prior to

21

final subdivision approval.

22

as a resolution.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So we would have that

Mr. Chair?

Yes, Councilmember Kane.
I would love to make the motion,
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having it already incorporated into the main motion,

2

as your recommendation, Mr. Chair.

3

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Can I -- may -- Chair would

4

recommend changing Condition No. 3 in Exhibit B to

5

read, that a beach access plan shall be submitted to

6

the Maui County Council for approval by resolution

7

prior to the final subdivision approval.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

As a main motion?

As a motion.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So moved.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

14

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Second.

It's been moved and seconded.

Discussion?

Mr. Chairman, wait.

Councilmember Kane.
Yeah.

Thank you.

And I think that

16

addresses the initial issue that I had regarding the

17

beach access and just making sure that it's -- that

18

we have that before us and that we can take a look

19

at it, and through resolution, as you stated in your

20

condition, make sure that it's something that's

21

appropriate for this area, and I think it's just

22

really necessary, especially in light of how we're

23

losing accesses here and there, that this is

24

something that we can maintain and keep in

25

perpetuity.

Thank you.
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CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Hokama.

2

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chairman, is this the appropriate

3

time for me to make a motion to amend to add another

4

condition?

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

7

8
9

After we vote on this, then you may.
I'm sorry.

That's why I was trying

to figure out where we were in the motion.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

We have a main motion on the floor

already?

10

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

Yeah.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

This is the main motion on the floor.

(Inaudible. )
Mr. Chair, just for clarification,

14

the motion that I made was your recommendation that

15

was modified with Condition No.3, so we have a main

16

motion, so at this point it would be appropriate for

17

amendments to take place.

18

if we vote now, then it's all done already and then

19

there's no room for amendments.

20
21

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

You're correct.

Is that correct?

Because

The chair stands

corrected.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I yield to Member Hokama.

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Councilmember Hokama.
Chairman, just a minute.
I know it's long.

Thank you.
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CHAIR ARAKAWA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

4

Councilmember Tavares -It's been a long day, but what

exactly is the main motion on the floor?
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

The main motion is to approve the two

5

ordinances.

6

plan land map from Business/Commercial to

7

Single-Family.

8

ordinance to change zoning from B-R to Residential

9

Commercial District to R-3 Residential District and

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

14
15

The second is to -- a bill for an

that Exhibit B read as

11

13

One is to amend the Kihei community

Condition No.3.

Condition No.3 be changed.

That's the

main motion.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I got the Condition No.3 part,

but I didn't hear the beginning part before.

16

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

That's part of that motion.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you for that clarification.

Councilmember Hokama.
Chairman, I would add a Condition 6

20

for -- under zoning, conditions of zoning, Exhibit

21

B, and that language will be that there shall be no

22

short-term rentals allowed within that project

23

development.

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Second for discussion.
It's been moved by Councilmember
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Hokama, seconded by Councilmember Kane that -- add a

2

Condition No.6, that there be no short-term rentals

3

allowed in this project.

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Discussion?

Chairman.

Councilman Hokama.
Thank you.

And again, I know

7

Mr. Bello is a long time resident of this county and

8

I have faith in him.

9

property owners.

I have no idea where or how they

10

may view things.

It is something that is a concern

11

of mine.

12

Wailea region in particular that has come under the

13

use of single-family and -- you know, through

14

various people and it's been reported that it's

15

instead being used as short-term rentals.

16

that is not the way we want to do business in this

17

County of Maui.

I don't have faith in future

I know we have other developments in the

I think

18

I think we're being very up front with

19

whoever may be the future property owner and that it

20

spells out clearly if they want a change, they may

21

come before the County and in particular the Council

22

to ask for a proper zoning for the right permitted

23

uses, and I would have more confidence that we do it

24

that way, Chairman.

25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Thank you.

Councilmember Kane.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair, and although it

2

has been pointed out that we have existing laws that

3

protect us from this, I think that all of us have

4

experienced what Member Hokama has stated, that

5

ignorance seems to be the popular reason for coming

6

in and saying that we weren't aware of this, and I

7

think in this particular case I don't have a problem

8

with supporting this.

9

think Councilmember Hokama comes up with a good

I would have hesitated, but I

10

justification as to we putting this on there, so

11

it's absolutely clear for any future buyer of this

12

fee simple properties that our intent is not to

13

allow that, and if they want to do something of that

14

nature, that they come in for the proper zoning.

15

Thank you.

16

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Tavares.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I'm just curious, what would be

18

the proper zoning to permit a single-family

19

residence in short-term rentals?

20

?:

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23
24
25

Hotel.
Hotel.
They have to be Hotel?

Is that

the only one, the only zone?
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Tavares, if I might,

unless -- if we change the rules

and part of the
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discussion we'll be having later on in this

2

committee is what to do with short-term rentals.

3

the rules are established that short-term rentals

4

are allowed in different districts, then I guess

5

whatever laws pertain is where it would be allowed.

6

Currently it is Hotel.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

MR. MIN:

9

10

Currently the only related

zoning that would allow short-term rental is the
Hotel district.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

14

So I see Mr. Min agrees.

Chair is correct.

11

13

Hotel district.

Any other discussion?

Thank you.
Can you keep it

short, Jo Anne?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I'm just going to say that I'm

15

just supporting it for all the reasons that have

16

been previously stated.

17
18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Any other discussion?

Councilmember

Molina.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

20

MR. BELLO:

21

If

Mr. Chair?

Let's call for the question.
May I ask a question?

Is it

appropriate?

22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

23

MR. BELLO:

I'll allow it.

Go ahead, Mr. Bello.

I just want to make sure I understand and

24

maybe clarify.

25

because I believe it's already in the law, but

I have no problems with the request
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1

there's been mention by several of the Council

2

people that if, in fact, we wanted to come in and

3

apply and go through the process or someone wanted

4

to do it, that would be okay.

5

sure that that's not precluded here.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

MR. BELLO:

8

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

9

I just want to make
That

Oh, no, not at all.

Okay.

of what

No.

I think that's a clear understanding

I believe what this is asking for is

10

clarity in the language so that no one is caught

11

unaware and thinks that they can do something that's

12

not allowed by law, so ...

13

MR. MINATOYA:

Mr. Chair, thank you for your indulgence.

14

Just one other thing unrelated to this but with the

15

previous amendment about the resolution.

16

question was raised whether that would be required

17

to go to the Planning Commission first.

18

ordinance, so it would not go to Commission.

19

would come straight to the Council.

20

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

The

It's not an
It

Yes, it's by resolution to the Council.

21

On the question that we had -- that we have up for

22

discussion, Councilmember Kane.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Final comments, just for

24

clarification, this Condition No.6, the persons who

25

-- say future owners, not Mr. Bello, but he sells it
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1

and some future fee simple owner comes forward, they

2

still can come forward for the use if it's through

3

conditional zoning.

4

approve that, I mean, that's their prerogative, but

5

again, just for clarification, it doesn't preclude

6

any of the options that are currently available for

7

them to exercise their rights to request certain

8

use.

9

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

If future Councils decide to

I believe it's a redundancy in the law,

10

but it's something that we want to make very clear,

11

so I support that.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Okay.
Chairman, you're absolutely right.

15

Chapter 19 5-10 allows change in zoning, spells out

16

the change in zoning process very clearly, and you

17

can come in for an amendment to revise the

18

conditions of zoning.

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

20

aye.

21

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Thank you.

All those in favor, say

Aye.
Opposed?

23
24
25

VOTE: AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:

Councilmembers Hokama, Johnson, Kane,
Molina, and Tavares, and Chair Arakawa.
None.
None.
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ABSTAIN:
EXC. :

None.
Councilmembers Carroll and Nishiki, and
Vice-Chair Kawano.

2
3
4

AMENDMENT CARRIED.
AMEND THE MAIN MOTION TO INCLUDE AN
ADDITIONAL CONDITION NO.6. TO EXHIBIT
"B" (CONDITIONS OF ZONING), INDICATING
THAT SHORT-TERM RENTALS SHALL NOT BE
PERMITTED UNLESS AN APPROPRIATE CHANGE
IN ZONING IS ENACTED.

ACTION:

5

6
7

8

CHARI ARAKAWA:

Motion carried.

Any further amendments?

If not, all those in favor of the main motion

9

as amended, say aye.

10
11

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Aye.
Opposed?

13
14
15
16

Councilmembers Hokama, Johnson, Kane,
Molina and Tavares, and Chair Arakawa.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmembers Carroll and Nishiki,
and Vice-Chair Kawano.

VOTE: AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
EXC. :

17
18
19

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

FIRST READING OF REVISED PROPOSED BILLS
AS AMENDED.

20
21

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Motion carried.

Congratulations.

22

MS. HIRAGA:

23

MR. BELLO:

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

25

CHAIR ARAKAWA: . Just as a matter of protocol, the chair is

Thank you.
Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Bello.
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1

going to defer Land Use Item No. 16.

2

objections?

3

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

4

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

5

MR. RAATZ:

Any

No objections.
Okay.

Thank you very much.

Mr. Chair, if you'll excuse me, please.

Staff

has just one questions on LU-ll.

6

7

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

8

MR. RAATZ:

Yes.

The County Communication.

Would the committee

recommend that that communication be filed

9

10

with the approval -- for the recommended

11

approval of the proposed bills or, another

12

option, the committee could leave that item

13

open for eventual receipt of the proposed

14

beach access plan that would need to be

15

approved by resolution?

16

whatever the committee would prefer.

So it's just

17

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Leave it open?

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Then you can accept it direct.

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Then the motion is as it is.

Okay.

20

just leave it open.

21

Okay?

22

ADJOURN:

We won't file the item.

Meeting adjourned.

(Gavel.)

6:58 p.m.

23
24
25
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